MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDING GENERAL, U.S. ARMY INTELLIGENCE
AND SECURITY COMMAND, 8825 BEULAH STREET, FORT BELVOIR, VA 22060-5370

SUBJECT: US Army Operational Activity (U)

1. (C) I have signed the charter establishing the U.S. Army Operational Activity (USAOA)
under INSCOM [b1] in support of priority Army requirements (Enclosure). [b1]

2. (C) HQDA will take the lead in working with key Army consumers to identify and prioritize
their HUMINT requirements. [b1]

3. (U) To facilitate these tasks, I would appreciate you temporarily detail to G2 two USAOA
division chiefs now being hired. This three to five month assignment has the potential to
significantly benefit both the G2 and INSCOM. For G2, these individuals will enable my staff to
promptly define critical relationships, establish collection priorities, and resolve policy issues
without a permanent manpower increase. For INSCOM, your personnel will be able to fully
participate in shaping and executing HQDA level responsibilities that are critical to USAOA
future operations.

4. (U) INSCOM has made impressive progress to date in establishing a viable overt HUMINT
capability to support Army Transformation, the GWOT, and deployed forces worldwide. We
look forward to teaming with INSCOM to make USAOA a successful reality.
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§. (U) POC for this action is [b6]

Encl

Robert W. Noonan, Jr.
Lieutenant General, GS
Deputy Chief of Staff, G-2
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